Objective
The student will name and match letters of the alphabet.

Materials
- Alphabet Arc
- 12” x 18” construction paper
  *Enlarge Alphabet Arc and glue to 12” x 18” construction paper.*
- Set of uppercase letters (e.g., foam or plastic)

Activity
Students match letters of the alphabet to the Alphabet Arc.
1. Place the Alphabet Arc and the set of letters on a flat surface.
2. The student chooses a letter, names it (e.g., "p"), and places it on the corresponding letter on the Alphabet Arc.
3. Continues until all letters are matched.
4. Self-check

Extensions and Adaptations
- Match lowercase alphabet letters to the Arc.
- Complete partial Alphabet Arc.
- Select a letter with eyes closed and try to identify it by its shape. Open your eyes, name the letter, and place it on the corresponding letter on the Alphabet Arc.
partial alphabet arc